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I dedicate this book to my 
Comrades in France and Spain, 

       For we must try to rescue the 
true face of the Revolution from 

oblivion and legend; 
       This is necessary to purge 

our strength, 
       to obey the highest necessity more 

freely, 
       not to ask it to justify 

our errors, 
       to better accomplish what 

must be accomplished, 
       And so that man will be reborn 

one day in every man. 
V.S. 

 

1 
The long nights seemed reluctant to abandon the city. For a few hours each day a gray light 
of dawn or dusk filtered through the dirty white cloud ceiling and spread over things like the 
dim reflection of a distant glacier. Even the snow, which continued, to fall, lacked brightness. 
This white, silent, weightless shroud stretched out to infinity in time and space. By three 
o’clock it was already necessary to light the lamps. Evening deepened the hues of ash, deep 
blue, and the stubborn gray of old stones on the snow. Night took over, inexorable and calm: 
unreal. In the darkness the delta resumed its geographical form. Dark cliffs of stone broken 
off at right angles lined the frozen canals. A sort of somber phosphorescence emanated from 
the broad river of ice. 
Sometimes the north winds blowing in from Spitsbergen and farther still – from Greenland 
perhaps, perhaps from the pole. across the Arctic Ocean, Norway, and the White Sea – gusted 
across the bleak estuary of the Neva. All at once the cold bit into the granite; the heavy fogs 
which had come up from the south across the Baltic vanished and the denuded stones, earth, 
and trees were instantly covered with crystals of frost, each of which was a barely visible 
marvel composed of numbers, lines of force, and whiteness. The night changed its aspect, 
shedding its veils of unreality. The north star appeared, the constellations let in the immensity 
of the world. The next day the bronze horsemen on their stone pedestals, covered with silver 
powder, seemed to step out of a strange carnival; from the tall granite columns of St Issac’s 
Cathedral to its pediment peopled with saints and even to its massive gilded cupola-all was 
covered with frost. The red granite façades and embankments took on a tint of pink and white 
ash under this magnificent cloak. The gardens, with their delicate filigree of branches, 
appeared enchanted. This phantasmagoria delighted the eyes of people emerging from their 
stuffy dwellings, just as millennia ago men dressed in pelts emerged fearfully in wintertime 
from their warm caves full of good animal stench. 



Not a single light in whole quarters. Prehistoric gloom. 
People slept in frozen dwellings where each habitable corner was like a corner in an animal’s 
lair: the ancestral stench clung even to their fur-lined cloaks which were never taken off or 
which they put on to go into the next room, to pry up a few floor boards in order to keep the 
fire going-to get a book-or to empty the night’s excretions at the end of the corridor onto piles 
of excrement likewise covered by the lovely frost whose every crystal was a marvel of purity. 
The cold entered freely through broken windowpanes. 
The city, crisscrossed by broad, straight arteries and winding canals, surrounded by islands, 
cemeteries, and huge empty stations, sprawled over the tip of a narrow gulf on the edge of a 
white solitude ... 
but the nights, unreal or studded with constellations, reigned implacable and calm, and 
during those nights alders armed with heavy Mauser pistols, carrying fifty lovely pointed 
bullets, a flask of brandy, four pounds of black brec4 twenty lumps of sugar, a well-forged 
Danish passport, and a hundred dollars sewed into the lining of their trousers, moved 
resolutely with long strides into that desel4 where nothing urns worse than meeting another 
man; 

and women clutching their children by the hand, old men, cowardly men, all of them cringing 
against the great wind of the terror, deadlier still than the polar blasts, likewise entered that 
desert of ice led by traitors and spies, guided by hate and fear, sometimes hiding their 
diamonds, like convicts their money, in the secret and obscene folds of their flesh. 
Seen from high above, from the red-starred airplane circling overhead every morning, the 
Neva looked like a thin white snake darting two thin blue tongues into the desert from its 
open mouth. 
The half-empty slums were hungry. The factory chimneys no longer smoked, and when by 
chance one started smoking the women, huddling in their rags at the door of a communal 
store, watched that bizarre smoke climb with bleak curiosity. “They’re repairing cannons. 
They get extra rations ... – How much? How much? – four hundred grams of bread a day; 
yeah; but its not for us; it’s only for them. We know who works in that factory, the bastards 
...” 

Grimy red flags hung over the doors of old palaces, oxblood in color, built by Master 
Bartolomeo Rastrelli, who delighted in eighteenth-century Italian elegance with its gracious 
structures beribboned like shepherdesses. They had been mansions of empresses’ favorites, of 
the conquerors of the Crimea and the Caucasus, of great lords owning millions of souls, 
ignorant intriguing, and thieving nobles whom the Secret Chancellery subjected to torture one 
day before exiling them to the forests of the east. When guides from the Department of 
Political Education explained to simple folk who had come to the capital to attend 
government conferences that these palaces were the works of the architect Rastrelli, the 
visitors quite naturally heard “the works of one who was shot,” for in Russian rastrellanny 
means “shot.” The palaces and mansions dating from Napoleonic times, mote austere, with 
noble symmetrical pediments placed over mighty colonnades, bore the same red rags over 
their doors. The different periods of the Empire had thus marked the streets with imposing 
structures which might make you dream at night of the tombs of the Pharaohs of a Theban 
dynasty. But the ashes of this dynasty were still fresh in a bog in the Urals; and these tombs, 
those of a regime to be sure, bore signs: R.C.P. (b). SECOND DISTRICT COMMITTEE; 
R.F.S.S.R. PEOPLE’S COMMISSARIAT FOR PUBLIC EDUCATION, ADMINISTRATION 
OF EDUCATIONAL SERVICES FOR BACKWARD CHILDREN; R.F.S.S.R. SCHOOL 
FOR RED COMMANDERS OF THE WORKERS’ AND PEASANTS’ ARMY. People were 
working in these dead palaces – dead because they had been conquered, uncrowned because 



they were no longer palaces. The machine guns squatting in the vestibules often in the 
shadow of huge stuffed bears who used to hold out frays for visiting cards, seemed like beasts 
of steel, silent but ready to bite. The noisy clatter of typewriters filled rooms designed for 
princely comfort; a coarse conqueror, Comrade Ryjik, was sleeping with his boots on in an 
elegant Louis XV room on the same divan where, eighteen months earlier, an old epicurean 
of the august race of the Ruriks amused himself by staring full of enchantment and despair at 
naked girls. Now this epicurean was stretched, out someplace else, no one knew where, in an 
artillery range, naked, with a bristly beard, and a hole clean through his head, under two feet 
of trampled earth, four feet of snow, and the nameless weight of eternity. 
One flight up dossiers were filed in boudoirs which bad been divided into offices by 
unpainted wood partitions; an odd collection of requisitioned mattresses was laid out on the 
floors of the great reception rooms, transforming them into dormitories. Huge crystal 
chandeliers still tinkled weakly when trucks passed. Humbled captives, who in the old days 
might well have climbed the marble staircases of this very mansion with dignified steps under 
the impassive gaze of liveried footmen, now waited in the cellar to be transferred to the 
Special Commission. [1] Every once in a while the bored sentry sitting elbows propped on a 
dirty table at the door to the cellar stairs would get up, wearily shoulder the strap of his rifle, 
carried muzzle down, and go to open the padlock of this prison. 
“All right!” he would say, not unkindly. “Financiers to the crapper, three at a time!” 
With familiar shoves, be herded the heavy stumbling forms down the narrow corridor; they 
paused a moment at the sight of the dazzling snow in the courtyard ... Snoring came from the 
former kitchens, where the guardroom had been established. 
Ryjik could no longer keep track of the time. His days had neither beginning nor end. He 
slept whenever he could, by day, by night sometimes at the beginnings of departmental 
committee meetings when the speaker was long-winded. At such times be would doze off in 
his chair, head thrown back, red-mustached mouth open; and his limp hands, draped across 
his knees, expressed in their sudden stillness an enormous weariness. For a long while the 
telephone – that bizarre little voice designed to capture the eat, that voice that made you think 
of insects scratching underground – had made him nervous and anxious. Now he dictated and 
received orders over the phone and he copied down telephone messages in his large 
schoolboy hand on the backs of cigarette boxes: “Transmit to Committees of Three: 
Complete requisition of warm clothing within twerty-four hours.” “Remove a barrel of 
herring from warehouse 12, cut back the men’s rations.” “Arrest the first ten hostages on the 
list transmitted by the Committee of Five ...” 
He listened, his eyes wandering, dazed from the days fatigue, in front of the telephone table, 
dotted with the crumbs of black bread. “Hello, Gorbunov? Get me Gorbunov. Is the raid 
over?” The shapeless insect scratched away at the earth in its hole and somewhere far off an 
unknown voice answered brutally: “Gorbunov has a bullet in the groin; buzz off.” And the 
line went dead. Ryjik cursed. The bell rang again with joyful urgency: “Hello? Is that you, 
Ryjik? The Saburov Theater is giving away twenty tickets to The Little Chocolate Girl ...” 
The door had creaked behind him, he sensed a comforting but vaguely irritating presence: 
“Xenia?” “It’s me. Go to bed, Ryjik.” Xenia wore a grass-green soldier’s tunic and steel-
rimmed glasses; the holster of an automatic hung from her belt. She was carrying a book 
Ryjik, in his great weariness, dreamed of two soft firm globes of flesh and a warm mouth. 
Xenia looked at him sedately: “Tomorrow at six. Department meeting.” He blushed. “Okay 
Good night.” He went down the marble staircase. A kind of senseless anger was brewing 
within him against this young woman who was so simple and frank around him that her very 



presence banished the idea that they could ever be, even for an instant face to face as man to 
woman, disarmed by each other and abandoned to one another. 
In the deserted library, next to the great Dutch earthenware stove, two soldiers were playing 
chess in the glow of a candle. The chess board was a mosaic of rare stones incrusted lit an 
elegant little stand; the ivory men of Chinese design, fine-chiseled, detailed, and grotesque. 
Ryjik leaned against the stove to let the heat penetrate him and closed his eyes. What a job! 
And what if I’m tired of being strong after all? What if ...? In these moments of extreme 
weariness he repeated three unanswerable words to himself: “It is necessary.” His battery 
magically recharged itself. This weariness was only the day’s fatigue: sleep could dissipate it. 
The night reigned, magnificently silent over the snows, the square, the city, the Revolution. 
“Bushed, Ryjik?” asked one of the players, advancing a pawn. (He was a dark little man with 
wisps of straw glistening in his unkempt overgrown hair.) “Me too. Milk was up to twenty 
rubles in the market today. Sugar was forty. I just got back from Gdov. It’s pretty, the 
countryl At Matveevka, get this, a cominissar bad gone through requisitioning cows and 
watches. The yokels nearly tore me to pieces. Our supply details are pillaging, running away, 
or getting massacred. But I did run into some decent guys with guts – from the wire factory ... 
They were sleeping in the station to play it safe. They were smart.” 
The other player coughed into a dirty handkerchief and said, without raising his small, 
craggy, hard head: 
“I’ve had it. My wife covered sixty versts by rail and eighteen on foot to get forty pounds of 
flour from the village. They confiscated them all when she got back. Now she’s got a fever. It 
may well be typhus. I can’t even put the kid into the children’s shelter, they’re dying like flies 
... Check ...” 
“Gorbunov has a bullet in his groin,” said Ryjik. 
“He’s a hustler,” replied the dark man casually. “I saw him inventorying typewriters. He 
didn’t know the difference between inventorying and requisitioning. He was making off with 
everything, even cameras. I told him: ‘You’re a slob, we’ll never make a class-conscious 
citizen out of you.’ All he knows is how to spout about world revolution.” 
Ryjik was warm now and murky second thoughts were stirring under his brow, in those dark 
corners where we tirelessly, pitilessly repress a strange multitude of desires, dreams, 
suspicions, violent impulses, stifled joys, and curbed brutalities. He told the men curtly: 
“You: stand guard at the prison from two o’clock until five; you: at the door,” and went out. 
The icy night refreshed his face, but he didn’t feel any better. People were standing watch in 
dark doorways in accordance with the edict of the Executive. The night had become cloudy, 
the snow no longer glistened: it was like walking through soft opaque ashes which muffled 
the sound. 
* 
Around 3 A.M., at the moment when night is so vast, calm, and profound it seems definitive, 
the telephone finally silent, Xenia, alone in the great, parquet-floored hail of headquarters, 
was writing a few lines on the back of a pass: 

Revolution: Fire 
Burn out the man of old. Burn yourself. 
Man’s renewal by fire. 

She held her twenty-year-old head in her hands as she sat pensive over these lines. 
Regeneration of man through the red-hot iron. Plow up the old earth, tear down the old 



structure. Recreate life anew. And in all likelihood perish yourself. I will perish. Man will 
live. Yet still a dull anxiety. Is that too the man of old resisting? Victory, smile into the void: 
Very well, I’ll perish, I’m ready. “Ready.” She said it out loud. The word came back to her 
from the silence and the limitless night with a long inner echo. She didn’t sense that there was 
anyone behind her. 
Ryjik approached quietly, treading so lightly that the floor didn’t creak under his suede boots; 
slightly stooped, brow hot hollow-eyed, carrying a great simple decision within him. He 
placed his hand heavily on the young woman’s shoulder. The warmth of that shoulder passed 
instantly through all his nerves. To gain a few seconds, the infinity of a few seconds, he 
asked: 
“Writing, Xenia?” 
“Oh, it’s you!” 
Without any surprise, not even turning all the way around, she nodded at the lines she had 
just scrawled. 
“Read it, Ryjik. And tell me if it’s all right.” 
“Burn out the man of old. Burn ...” 

Ryjik straightened up, totally subdued. 
“All right? All right? I don’t know. I don’t like romanticism. Empty phases. Everything is 
much simpler: Imperialism, class war, dictatorship, proletarian consciousness ... See you 
tomorrow.” 
He turned on his heels, a solid block. The leather thong of his Nagan revolver slapped against 
his leg. He went through the black corridors with the dogged step of a sleepwalker threw 
himself on his bed in the dark, and passed out. 
... That night only seven cars of food supplies arrived in the city. (One was pillaged.) Forty 
suspects were arrested. Two men were shot in a cellar. 
  

Note 
1. All-Russian Special Commission for the Suppression of Counterrevolution and Sabotage, 
established December 1917 and best known by its Russia acronym “Che-Ka” or Cheka. 
Replaced in February 1921 by the G.P.U. or political police. – Trans. 
  

2 
Each day the sun rose slowly, late, at an hour when in other cities of the world, of whose 
existence people here were abstractly aware, the pulse of life was already beating ardently. 
London, Paris, Berlin, Vienna. Did they really exist? London Bridge with its river of 
humanity crossing the Thames furrowed in the fog by dark tugboats with lingering, hoarse 
whistles? Was it possible? Were there still crowds in Piccadilly as in the old days, crowds on 
the corner of the Rue du Faubourg Montmartre, armies of ants going about their mysterious 
business around the Porte St. Denis, on the Alexanderplatz – long since washed clean of the 
blood of the Spartacists – in the great Gothic shadow of St. Stephen’s and the despair of 
Austria! Phantom capitals belonging to the past and to another world which could only be 
glimpsed through the new prisms of this city: expected uprisings, outcome always in 
suspense, dispatches, stunning as blows, from the Rosta win services proclaiming endless 
crises, the collapse of old nations, thrilling upheavals. Gaudy posters attacked the 



counterrevolutionary alliances: Lloyd George and Clemenceau, potbellied, wearing top hats, 
personally aiming battleship deck guns at the Revolution. Night came, merging bit by bit into 
the stones, the dwellings, the great empty courtyards, the cellars, leaving imperceptible traces 
of shadow behind; and on the walls gray sheets of newsprint announcing: 
Leaving or entering the city without speclal permission prohibited. 
   Cloth coupons to be distributed in the near future: one for every 8 people. 
   Extra requisition of matresses for the Red Army. 
   Nationalization of bathhouses. (Closed, in any case, for lack of fuel) 
   Mobilization of Latvian Communists. 
   NO ONE WILL ESCAPE 
   THE INEVITABLE 
   “... verdict of history, verdict of the masses ... riots in Milan ... Today Italy, tomorrow 
France, the next day the universe ... (A white flame of unstuck paper flapped against the wall 
in the cold wind.) Signed, Kuchin. 
   Dance Lessons, from 4 to 8. Modern interpretive and ballroom dancing, waltz in a few 
days. Moderate prices. Tel. 22.76. Madame Eluse, certified graduate.” 

The street ran straight, all white. Night stretched out over damp-stained building façades and 
lingered in dark windowpanes. People still stood guard in doorways. They were mostly 
women, hands buried inside the sleeves of old cloaks, wizened faces wrapped in woolen 
scarves. Some of them emerged from the stones and moved slowly through the snow like 
little old ladies in paintings by the elder Breughel, feet laden by rubber boots, toward 
Communal Store No.12. There they gathered like woodlice in a hole. 
Around ten o’clock the street took on a feeble animation. People suddenly rushed by on 
urgent necessary, imperious, deadly tasks. They moved quickly, similar in their diversity – 
uniforms and black leather – men and women alike, young or ageless, carrying overstuffed 
briefcases under their arms: dossiers, decrees, transcripts, theses, orders, mandates, absurd 
plans, grandiose plans. senseless paperwork and the quintessence of will, intelligence, and 
passion, the precious first drafts of the future, all this traced in little Remington or 
Underwood characters, all this for the task, for the universe; plus two potato pancakes and a 
square of black bread for the man carrying these burdens. This was also the hour when those 
who had accomplished the tasks of the previous night returned homeward, chilly and agitated 
with oddly wrinkled yellowed faces, yet feeling a final rush of energy mixed with their 
fatigue. 
* 
This was the hour when Xenia went home. She found an old woman, in a room filled with 
bitter smoke, kneeling on a floor covered with scraps of bark, ashes, and wood. A square 
stove of freshly laid unfaced bricks, which occupied the whole middle of the room, 
proclaimed the intrusion of primitive poverty into this ravaged household. Unmade bedding 
had been left lying on the couch. The old woman half rose and turned toward the tall blond 
girl with a fresh, erect body who came in from the night, from the committee, from the 
unknown, with revolting words on her lips and criminal theories under her high forehead. 
(Only yesterday, it seemed, that brow had shown between the twin ornaments of flaxen 
braids.) 
“Well, well, well, look at your mother, look at her, kneeling in ashes and filth, hands all 
black, eyes watering from smoke. The chimney won’t draw, can’t you see? And you won’t be 
able to make it work with all your ideas about the new life! Lovely, the new life. Filimochka 
won’t take money for his milk any more; ‘I’ve got a trunkful,’ he says, ‘of those worthless 



bills. I’m going to have my isba wallpapered with ‘em,’ he says, ‘give me some cloth.’ ... 
Well, answer me, answer, Won’t you!” 

Mother and daughter stared at each other, enemies; the one, her gentle face distorted by 
desperate anger, the other turned in on herself, feeling the excitement of her walk through the 
snow suddenly fall away from her and fatigue weigh down her thoughts. (Inside her mind a 
little voice, clear, yet barely audible, was whispering: “I see you dearly enough. You are my 
mother and you are nothing; and I am nothing. You are incapable of understanding us, you 
are blind. You can’t see that the Revolution is a flame, and the flame will burn us – you: full 
of pain and spite in this misery; me: anywhere, happy and consenting.”) 
She said: 
“Let me help you, Mama, I’m not tired ...” 
Then, sharply: 
“... And you know, if this is new for you, it’s because we were privileged. Millions of women 
have never known any other life?” 

The mother kept silent, blowing on the fire, in the age-old pose of women before the hearth. 
Heavy blue curls of smoke floated through the room, as in a nomad’s tent when the wind is 
bad. A breath of frozen air came in from above the window through a vent which opened out 
on a morning as vast as a steppe. 
Undressed and in bed, the girl once more became the smooth-browed child she had always 
been; her close-cropped hair added a bright touch. The mother brought her a bowl of warm 
milk and watched her drink, softened, recognizing the greedy pout of lips that used to take 
her breast. 
Xenia listened to the noises of the house dying away inside her. The fire caught at last, the 
window was pulled shut. Someone knocked. It was the secretary of the Poor People’s 
Committee of the House; he asked for Andrei Vassilievich: another registration of ex-officers 
bad been posted. 
With the communicating door open you could just hear Andrei Vassilievich’s bass voice 
arguing, in the next room, with his habitual visitor, Aaron Mironovich, who also wore a beard 
but was round-shouldered, fat, and smiling. The secretary of the Poor People’s Committee 
was speaking too softly. “Speak louder,” said AndreI Vassilievich, “she’s asleep. She came 
home exhausted?” “All right. So yesterday we moved out the general’s furniture; the 
clubroom of the house is being set up in his place?” “And the comrades stole everything, 
eh?” Andrei Vassilievich asked gleefully. “No, not everything, for the sailor from the Vulture 
stayed until nightfall. But I can sell the old oak dining-room set: Grichka took the Karelian 
birchwood bed ...” The muffled laughter, muffled perhaps by the sleep weighing on these 
voices, drifted slowly off. These scum should have been arrested a long dine ago, and Uncle 
Andrei with them ... 
“How much?” 
“Six thousand?” 
They were seated around the samovar, huddled in their furs, sipping tea through tiny pieces 
of sugar held between their teeth. Happy not to be under arrest, they discussed the news of 
the day while carrying on business. “Did you read, Aaron Mironovich, that they are 
nationalizing the news dealers’ business, now that there is no more paper, no more 
newspapers, and no more business?” Andrei Vassilievich’s hands were holding a miniature 
composed entirely of hues of blue, gray, and pink – you might have thought it was painted 
with colors borrowed from the flowers of the field – depicting a young officer. “Come, four 



hundred; take it, Aaron Mironovich, and I’ll leave you half the butter.” Without us, they told 
each other, the city would die of hunger: and how many art treasures would be lost! What 
they call speculation is the heroic struggle of energetic and competent men against famine. 
What they call looting the national wealth, in this great anarchic looting known as 
expropriation, is in fact the rescue of the treasures of civilization. Whatever is stolen is saved. 
Whenever Andrei Vassilievich expressed these ideas in front of Xenia, he would draw 
himself up in his chair, his voice trembling with bitterness: 
“When Razuniuskoe was sacked, the mujiks carried off Chinese vases in their carts because 
they were handy for salting down cucumbers .... I have seen Mordvins sharing out a 
chandelier, pendant by pendant I have seen drunken soldiers smash a Gardner porcelain for 
fun ... And you don’t even know what a Gardner is!” 

“We would smash all the porcelains in the world to transform life. You love things too much 
and men too little ...” 
Then he would turn around so thick-necked, so sure of himself, that his power nearly cut into 
the other truth: 
“Men? But look what you’re doing to them ...” 
(It is necessary to burn. Burn. That’s what he can’t understand.) 
“You love men too much, men and things, and Man too little?” 
* 
The previous year, before the Austrian socialist leader had disappointed two revolutions, the 
old Horse Guards Street had been called Friederick Adler Street. Few people knew its present 
name, Barricades Street; the habit of a century was too heavy for it. 
Number 12 was a tall commonplace dwelling with crumbling court. yards, crushed under the 
desperate grayness of old apartment buildings. There, for sixty years, meticulous lives had 
followed their inconspicuous courses. They kept the saints’ days there. They ate well there. 
They slept warmly there under feather beds. There money flowed quietly in from the 
countryside, from factories, from unknown obscure offices through underground rivulets like 
sewers. On a blue enamel plaque screwed over the main archway was written: Property of the 
Insurance Building Corp. By order of the Soviet of the and District, a sailor from the Vulture 
had come one December evening and tacked a handwritten paper bearing the seal of the Poor 
People’s Committee lower down on the door: “... has been proclaimed national property.” 
Sad-faced businessmen in worn overcoats – the type seen prowling around the consulates 
carrying property deeds as obsolete as sixteenth-century patents of nobility – still sold and 
resold that building every two weeks in Helsingfon restaurants, it still brought a fairly good 
price, but in czarist rubles, which were out of circulation everywhere except among 
smugglers and traitors. 
On the ground floor the frosted glass store windows, now covered with dust and frost, half 
revealed tarnished mirrors. Celine, modes parisiennes. These words were written in gilt script 
flaring to a flourish at the bottom. Piss-stained curtains were hanging above the bright metal 
stands designed to show off the latest model hats imported from the Rue de la Paix. A Jewish 
family was living there. Sometimes, though a crack in the curtain, you could see a dark 
graceful eight-year-old slip of a girl rocking a bizarre rag doll with a beautifully painted face. 
An old man emerged every morning; you could only make out a long, drooping profile, 
flaccid cheeks, and rheumy eyes under his winter cap. He went to sell God knows what in a 
market place. 



The other shopwindow, which used to be a bootmaker’s, now belonged to a half-deserted 
grocery: little tubes of saccharine, flower tea wrapped to look more or less like the genuine 
Kuznetzov tea of old, coffee made of some kind of anonymous evil-tasting beams. A few 
sprouting potatoes placed on a porcelain plate attracted the eye like rare out-of-season fruits. 
What kind of phantom commerce was bidden behind this shadowy merchandise? The Vulture 
sailor talked to the Poor People’s Committee about turning the whole shop inside out, as it 
was certainly full of stolen sugar and flour. Then the committee secretary, a busy little 
loudmouth with a limp, who claimed to have been wounded in Carpathia and was surely 
lying, calmed him down without appearing to by reassuring him that he was personally 
keeping an eye on “that highly suspicious place.” 

Sometimes you could see an extremely old man in a gray greatcoat sweeping the morning 
snow in the courtyard; and when another old man in an astrakhan hat passed stiffly by with 
jerky steps, the two old men exchanged a long angry look. The privy councilor couldn’t 
forgive the regular state councilor for having entered the service of “those bandits” in an 
office that was certainly run by an illiterate brute. They also met at the Communal Store, 
where they both went to get their bread ration. The privy councilor, classified in the Fourth 
Ca gory (non-workers), slowly wrapped his fifty grams of black dough in a cloth which 
resembled a dirty handkerchief; he waited until the other man, that scum placed in the Third 
Category (intellectual workers), had picked up his ration, the double, in order to show him, 
with a sneer which he thought full of irony, the scorn he felt far this traitor’s reward. But the 
privy councilor’s toothless grin, intended to express sarcasm, hardly changed the habitual 
grimace on his sagging, swollen face; and the privy councilor’s glance, which fell on the 
regular state cauncilor’s ration, revealed itself to be charged not with severity but with bleak 
animal greed. 
Punctually at nine o’clock the regular state councilor appeared at the office – Ah! what 
personnel! – of the district council. He found only the old woman who swept the rooms. The 
employees came late and the director the latest of all. After going through the newspapers 
with deep sighs, the regular state councilor opened his files: Municipal Properties: 
Habitations To Be Razed (firewood) ... Around noon the director, a short fellow with a harsh, 
blond peasant’s face, had them bring him some tea made of carrot parings and gave his 
signatures. Since he could barely decipher handwritten script and often got the meaning 
mixed up, they had to read the propositions written in red ink in the margins of typewritten 
reports aloud to him. He rarely said no, probably only when he had been paid for it. He 
almost always signed, with a dissatisfied expression. 
“House in good repair,” quietly explained the regular state councilor standing deferentially 
next to the director’s chair. “Lodging for twelve persons. To be razed in accordance with the 
decree.” 
“I do my duty,” he would sometimes explain to his neighbor Andrei Vassilievicb, in the 
evening. “I am serving my country. A government, even one composed of madmen and 
bandits, nonetheless represents the country; and the people who live under it only get what 
they deserve. We’re tearing down the city, my friend. We’re creating a pickle of a housing 
shortage for the future, let me tell you! When all this business is over with, I tell you, the 
value of real estate will triple.” 
He was the best expert in the district. 
* 
The whole house took an interest in the newborn baby in apartment 15. He had emerged from 
a tired womb in a fireless maternity ward because they hadn’t been able to get rid of him in 
time; and he had been clinging tenaciously to life for weeks now, contrary to all expectations. 



He inhaled the ammonia stench of his urine under a heap of old furs. He sucked implacably at 
the exhausted breast of a woman whose face had the radiance of the dying and who told her 
visitors, opening her large, slightly croaked eyes over her boy: 
“He’s alive, he’s alive! Look at that ...” 
People were amazed by this triumphant obstinacy. 
People brought logs, grain, and lamp oil to apartment 15. They knew the husband was at the 
front; and the wife of an officer who was also at the front (but on the other side, so that if 
these two men met one would kill the other or, a prisoner, would put him coldly to death) 
went to get the mother’s bread. These two neighbor women read together, with the same 
anxiety, the names of cities lost or taken. 
A little girl in a red beret still went every morning to the ballet school to learn the arts of toe 
dancing and leaping. The hurricane will pass, no? But the dance will remain; and the child 
has talent. When the weather permitted, she would read Andersen’s fairy tales on the way, 
wondering why no magic carpet ever appeared over the bleak housetops. She also read, and 
carefully repeated when she got home, the penciled notices posted at the Communal Store: 
“The Third Category will receive two herrings for coupon No.23 on the ration card ...” How 
sad life is without flying carpets! 
Some workers, who were ready to move out at the first alert to avoid having their throats cut 
in this house where they felt like intruders, occupied the apartment of a lawyer who had 
disappeared. They had quickly bartered the salable furniture for foodstuffs from some 
marauding peasants, and they used the rest to keep warm. They had gutted the safe with an 
oxyacetylene torch but all they found were some ripped-open files from which the sheaves of 
documents had been torn by the handful. The gaping wound of the safe, which had been 
turned into a larder, was visible behind the great office desk, on which a lathe operator from 
the shipyard kept his tools; for as soon as he came home from the factory, where he mostly 
stood on line for his grain ration, the man fabricated pocket knives out of stolen machine 
parts which he later bartered for flour. The water pipes, which froze early in the winter, had 
burst. Their wives went down two floors to get their water at Professor Lytaev’s; loudly they 
longed for their warm old wooden cottage in the old neighborhood with its evening streets 
bathed in the yellow light of tavern windows. “That was the good life,” they said bitterly. 
“We’ll all croak, you’ll see. Hard times,” they added. 
* 
A poster announced that the Poor People’s Committee was opening the house clubroom with 
a lecture on the Paris Commune. A blue Vendôme column, broken in half, was falling into 
scarlet flames. DANCING WILL FOLLOW!!! The lecturer sent by the Central Club Service, 
a thin archivist with a faded goatee, spoke for an hour without raising his voice, which fell 
like a fine rain. 
The poor man dealt with the history of “all that political butchery pitiably rewritten to suit the 
mood of the times, only because it fed him, and with him an ugly wife who suffered with 
rheumatism. 
It didn’t interest him any more than had, formerly, the genealogical research he did for new-
rich families. And he sometimes had to restrain himself so as not to suddenly break out of this 
obstinate bad dream, wake up, interrupt himself, and say in a rejuvenated voice with the 
weight of twenty years lifted from his brow: 
“... But let us leave all these terrible and futile things. The work of a poet is much more 
precious to humanity than all these massacres! Let us speak then of Pushkin’s youth ...” 



At these moments he blinked his eyes strangely, like a dazzled man emerging from the dark; 
he was afraid of himself and searched the audience for some enemy face in order to surrender 
to it. Suppressed, his voice rose an octave for no apparent reason: “... the evacuation of the 
Fort of Vanves ...” 
The hall was a ravaged former drawing room, ornamented in the corners by fat-cheeked 
cherubs made of gilded plaster holding candelabra, and furnished with leather armchairs, 
prettily fluted and embroidered boudoir chairs, and heavy dirty wooden benches from the 
neighboring barracks, On the walls hung photographs of the leaders, as they did everywhere. 
One appeared to be squinting: beneath his huge, balding forehead appeared a crafty, vaguely 
cruel expression, due to the photographer who, unable to comprehend his real greatness, had 
tried to give this simple man what he imagined to be the face of a statesman. (“... It wasn’t 
easy, I assure you,” this former court photographer repeated long afterward.) Another darted 
a brilliant glance into the abstract, through his rimless glasses; and this head, despite its 
gracious smile and the impression of irony created by its strong lips, thick mustache, and 
comma-like goatee, made you think of Draconian orders, of telegrams announcing victories, 
of proscriptions, of a conquering, exalting, and implacable discipline. There was also the 
unruly hair and flabby smile of a clean-shaven dictator who still appeared slightly overweight 
through these famine times. There were only a dozen people in this room, but a good wood 
fire gave it a feeling of well-being that evening. When the lecturer had finished, the Vulture 
sailor asked if anyone in the audience had questions to ask the reporter? As the hour for the 
dance was near, the hall was filling bit by bit. Heads turned toward the harmonica player who 
was sitting near the door with his instrument on his knees. But a soldier who looked like a 
clay figure from a shooting gallery rose heavily from his leather armchair at the back of the 
hail. His commanding voice could be heard very easily as he murmured: 
“Tell the story of Dr. Millière’s execution?” 
Standing massively with his head bowed, so that all you could see of his face were his heavy 
bearded cheeks, his sullen lips, and his wrinkled bumpy forehead (he resembled certain 
masks of Beethoven), he listened to this story: 
... Dr. Millière, in a dark blue frock coat and a top hat, dragged through the streets of Paris 
under the rain, forced to kneel on the steps of the Pantheon, crying, “Long live humanity!” 
The remark of the Versailles guard leaning on the grill a few steps away: “We’ll give you 
humanity up the ass ...” 
In the dark night out in the lightless street the clay figure joined the lecturer. The sounds of 
the harmonica faded behind them, devoured by the darkness. 
“Here, you must be hungry.” 
The archivist felt a hard package being thrust into his hands. 
“They’re English biscuits I brought back from Onega. Those bastards eat, it’s not like us?” 
The archivist took the biscuits. “Thank you. ... So you’ve come from Onega?” He spoke out 
of politeness. Onega, Erivan, Kamchatka, what difference did it make? But the man who had 
come from Onega had a secret on his lips. His momentary silence was charged. 
“I was also in the government at Perm, last year, when the Kulaks rebelled. They cut open the 
stomachs of supply commissars and stuffed them with grain. 
“On the road I had read Arnould’s pamphlet, The Dead of the Commune. I was thinking of 
Millière. And I avenged Millière, citizen! It was a beautiful day in my life, and I haven’t had 
many. Point by point, I avenged him. I shot the richest landowner in the area, on the steps of 
the church, just like that – I don’t remember his name, and I don’t give a damn!” 



After a short silence he added: 
“But I was the one who shouted, ‘Long live humanity.’” 
“You know,” said the archivist, “basically Millière wasn’t a real Communard. He was only a 
bourgeois republican.” 
“It’s all the same to me,” said the man who had come back from Onega. 

3 
You had to wander for a long time through the corridors of the university before finding, in 
the end, the room where Professor Vadim Mikhailovich Lytaev still came on certain evenings 
to teach his class. It was like being in a city of another time, in the middle of a sort of 
abandoned monastery. The night and the cold penetrated even here. Hard rectangles of night 
pressed in through the white frost-ferns on the windows. The blackboard seemed a bay 
window open on the night. The professor kept his fur cloak On; his students urged him not to 
remove his hat so that his high, gray brow with its strands of white hair should not be too 
defenseless against the icy darkness waiting to envelop men. The audience listened, frozen, in 
their coats. From the height of his lectern, which was dimly lighted by a green-shaded lamp 
(the only one in the room), the professor could make out only a dozen indistinct forms from 
which a few sketchy faces emerged, as through a fog. He could be seen a little more clearly. 
He was an old man of about sixty, thin, erect, and sturdy. Sunken cheeks, parchment lips. 
Wrinkles surrounded his eyes which, when lowered, were those of the statue of an ascetic, 
but when raised showed themselves to be warm and brown. You noticed at such moments the 
delicacy of the nose, which was straight despite its high bridge, the regular mouth, the unruly, 
graying beard, and that this combination of features formed one of those faces, of somber 
aspect and luminous expression, which the Novgorod icon painters usually gave to their 
saints, not out of fidelity to a mystical type but much more probably through the 
sanctification of some ancient Greek portraits. 
The professor spoke of the reforms of Peter I with a passion so sure of itself that it was 
almost subdued. You had to say Peter I now instead of Peter the Great Most often Lytaev said 
simply Peter, emphasizing the strength of the man in the mighty Czar. When his class was 
over, Vadim Mikhailovich Lytaev entered a present night as vast as that of the past. He 
followed a path of ice on the Neva, crossing the wide river obliquely toward the Winter 
Palace. Parfenov usually accompanied him, for they both lived In the center of town. 
Parfenov walked alongside the master with an even tread which was absolutely silent as if 
non-existent With his felt boots, fox fur coat, and fox hat whose long earflaps hung down 
over his chest and his heavy shapeless face, he appeared to be only a shadow, huge and light 
From a few paces off, you would have taken him for a bear. 
The moonlight was diluted by a light, icy mist which allowed only an intense, gray, diffuse 
phosphorescence to shine through. From the middle of the Neva limitless landscapes were 
visible. The shapes of palaces appeared dimly above the two circular banks as if on the edge 
of a lunar crater – black but fluid, shimmering in an atmosphere like an ocean floor. 
Somewhere to the right, beyond the high granite rampart of the embankment. In the middle of 
a colonnaded square, a giant reared his horse atop a rocky crag, crushing; without seeing it, a 
serpent bronze like himself. His hand reached out toward the sea, the north, the pole. Peter: a 
broad face of power with little insignificant mustaches. 
Vadim Mlkhailovich was carrying home his scholar’s rations, which he had received at the 
university after waiting two sullen hours among academicians: one pound of herrings, one 
pound of posts, two pounds of millet, two packs of cigarettes (second quality). He shifted the 
sharp straps of his knapsack on his shoulders and said: 



“Look, Parfenov. We are outside of time. The night was the same on this river centuries ago. 
Centuries will pass, night will he the same. Two hundred twenty years ago, before Peter 
came, there were five thatched hub made of logs lost somewhere out there on these banks. 
Seven men scratched for a living here – for they only counted the males – with their females 
and their young. Seven men identical to their unknown ancestors who had conic from the 
east. That village was called Ienissari.” 
“But Peter came,” said Parfenov. “And now we have come. flow happy men will be in a 
hundred years! Sometimes it makes me dizzy to think of it. In fifty years, in twenty years, 
maybe in ten years ... yes! Give us ten years and you’ll see! The cold, the night, everything 
...” 
(Everything? What did he mean by that vague word, vaster than the cold and the night?) 
“... everything will be conquered.” 
They walked a moment in silence. The other bank got imperceptibly closer. 
... This Parfenov, what an enthusiast! Lytaev smiled in the darkness at the myths that drive 
men through history. 
“Parfenov, you are right to believe in the future. It is the new God, the reincarnation of the 
oldest divinities, which makes the present bearable. I believe in it too, but differently, for the 
future is an endless spiral ... Are you satisfied at the factory. Parfenov?” 
“No. In fact I’ve had about enough. Vadim Mikhailovich, I’m getting ready to leave you. I 
have requested permission to leave for the front; the branch secretary is supporting me. I’ll 
get it.” 
He needed to talk. And Lytaev listened with a kind of vague joy to that young male voice 
filtered through the harsh sounds of the day. The walk through the darkness on the ice in the 
midst of this solitude made it possible for the two men to understand each other far beyond 
the precise meaning of words. 
“The factory? It takes us a week to produce what we produced in a day last year. I bad to 
reintroduce the practice of searching the workers on the way out: they steal everything. They 
came and cursed me: ‘Policeman! Have you no shame! You yourself protested against 
searching in ’17, an indignity you said it was! Just wait a little, Commissar, your turn will 
come ...’ The worst part of it is that searching doesn’t help very much. They tie up packages 
and throw them out the window. The women workers carry out tlread between their legs and 
linings rolled around their stomachs. I can hardly ask the men on the door to pinch their 
asses! They thumb their noses at me.” 
Lytaev replied softly. “Parfenov, they’ve got to make a living.” 
“Yes that’s the worst of it. So they steal. With the cloth from the tunics they make slippers 
that sell for forty rubles on the market. The workers have got to live, but the Revolution must 
not be killed. When I tell them this, some of them answer me: ‘Isn’t It killing us?’ Some of 
them have no consciousness at all, Vadim Mikhailovich.” 
“... And it’s with that blind force, Parfenov, that you want to change the world?” 
“With them and for them. Otherwise, they will never be men. Despite them, if necessary. 
‘Policeman?’ I told them. ‘Okay, I’m not afraid of words. Insult me as much as you like, I’m 
your comrade and your brother, maybe that’s what I’m hue for: but I will defend against you 
what belongs to the Republic. If someone has to get killed, I don’t mind getting killed, with 
you, as long as the Revolution can live...’” 
“Do they understand you, Parfenov?” 



Parfenov meditated. “It’s hard to express. It seems to me they hate me. It seems like I could 
get killed. They write in the toilets that I’m a Jew, that my real name is Schmoulevich, 
Yankel. And nothing can be done about the stealing because it is the hands of hunger that 
steal. But under all their hate I believe they still understand me, they know I’m right; that’s 
why they haven’t yet knocked me off, even though I walk home alone every night.” 
* 
The main entrance to the house had been closed for months as a precaution. Lytaev went in 
through the wicket gate at the carriage entrance. An old lady, on guard duty, stared at him in 
the dark. Her response to his greeting was a nod of calculated dignity, which he didn’t see, 
for she disapproved of the idea of such a respectable man consenting to teach under a 
government of bandits. Having crossed the courtyard, Lytaev felt his way carefully up a 
narrow stairway smelling of damp and of garbage and knocked heavily at the double door of 
what had once been a kitchen. He had to identify himself before the servant woman inside 
would raise the iron bar and unhook the safety chain. “It’s me, Agrafena, me ...” 
A gentle warmth reigned in the study where they were now living around a cast-iron stove 
and an oil lamp. For thirty years the same feminine face had appeared in front of Vadim 
Mikhailovich at the calm hour of midnight tea, just before rest; he had watched that face 
climb through the full light of life, then decline, fade, wane, without losing the clarity of its 
gaze, the only youth that lasts; he knew that face so well that he forgot it, that he saw it 
without see- big It that he rediscovered it at times in his memory with helpless astonishment – 
Here we are, old people ... What, then, what is life? – The same hands, at first tapered with 
rosy polished nails, hands he compared to flowers and which he sometimes covered with 
kisses; then little by little faded, wrinkled, slightly thickened, with ivory hues, placing the 
same silver service before him. The same voice, imperceptibly changed like the hands, talked 
to him of the day, which was now over. This evening the hands placed thin slices of black 
bread and marinated herring in the circle of light they passed the sugar bowl in which the 
sugar was frugally broken into tiny crumbs. The voice said: 
“Vadim, we’re going to have butter. They promised me fourteen pounds in exchange for the 
Scotch plaid.” 
Perhaps an image passed rapidly, from very far away, through the two minds or between 
them (so rapidly, from so far, that they didn’t notice it): the image of a couple in a blue 
brougham, the Scotch plaid on their bees; and the white peaks, the pines, the torrents, the 
green valleys dotted with steeples, the feudal towns of the Tyrol fled as youth and life had 
fled. 
“Vadim, they conducted a search last night at the Stahls’ and made off with a gold watch ... 
Vadim, Pelagueya Alexandrovna received a letter saying that her son died at Bugulma ... 
Vadim, milk is up to thirty rubles ... Vadim, my backaches have started up again ...” 
Vadim listened to these remarks, always the same, and let himself sink into a feeling of sad 
contentment This warmth was certain and that other life, that other part of his life, 
tremendously foreign, tremendously dose. He answered softly, distractedly, but with an 
attentive air, giving the right replies. Relieved of the weight of another day, his mind 
wandered off to grapple with the usual great worry. “Thank you, Marie,” he said, as he had 
said thirty years earlier, and yet very differently. “I’m going to work for a while.” After 
moving the lamp behind the screen that separated off his nook, he sat down over a needlessly 
opened book, reached for one of those unfolded old envelopes on the backs of which he took 
his notes, and began to draw patiently with his pencil: geometric designs in the manner of 
Arab artists, childlike faces, bits of landscape, animal silhouettes. During these moments of 
meditation he was always bothered by the temptation to sketch the faces of women with huge 



eyes and long lashes; but he repressed it with some shame, not really knowing if he was 
ashamed of the temptation or ashamed of himself for not giving in ... He remained there for 
an hour face to face with his thoughts, no longer expressed in words, like blind men locked 
into an irregularly shaped room, more worries than thoughts. 
Another worry raised its voice at last behind him in the semi-darkness. 
“Vadim, you ought to go to bed. You tire yourself too much. The stove has gone out.” 
“Yes, dear.” 
The cold had begun to penetrate his motionless arms and legs. He got undressed, slowly, 
dreamily, blew out the lamp, slipped shivering between the sheets, and stretched out as if “for 
eternity.” And now his mind began to give birth to clear sentences forming, all by 
themselves, into paragraphs which would have made good sections of articles. “The death 
rate in Petrograd this year was higher than in the Punjab during the great plague of 1907!!!” 
“Peter I’s great reform seemed to some of the best minds of old Russia the beginning of the 
reign of the Anti-Christ ...” “At the time of Peter I’s death, the Empire had been depopulated 
...” But no, that wasn’t it History explained nothing. What if, in order to understand, it was 
necessary to think less, to know less? What if things were much simpler than they seemed? A 
title for a work: The Fall of the Roman Empire. What could be clearer? No explanation. 
What’s to explain? The Fall of Christian Civilization. No, not Christian, European. Not 
right either. The Fall of Capitalist Civilization. If the newspapers were telling the truth, if 
you could believe the posters in the streets, the speeches at the assemblies, if ...? 

He remembered Parfenov, asleep at this hour on some makeshift cot not far from here, in an 
unknown house, sure of the greatness of men in ten years, twenty years, provided this 
necessary night could be got through. “They don’t know history. but they are making it ... But 
what are they making, what are they making?” 
  

4 
I, too, sometimes crossed the frozen river on those arctic nights. The pathway was silent 
underfoot. It was like moving through the void. I reflected that only yesterday we were 
nothing. Nothing: like the nameless men of the forgotten village which had vanished from 
these banks. Between that yesterday and the present centuries seemed to have passed, or 
between the times of those men and our own. Only yesterday countless lights were burning 
along these banks inside rooms where the power, the wealth, and the pleasure of others 
reigned. We put out those lights, brought back primordial night. That night is our work. That 
night is us. We have entered it in order to destroy it. Each of us has entered it, perhaps never 
to leave it So many harsh, terrible tasks must be done; tasks which demand the disappearance 
of their performers. Let those who come after us forget us. Let them be different from us. 
Thus what is best in us will be reborn in them. 
Yesterday, we only counted as statistics: labor force, emigration, death rate, crime rate, 
suicide rate. The best of us also counted In the records: file B, wanted lists, political police, 
reports, prison rolls. This is no metaphysical void! No commodity is more common and more 
depreciated than man. Is he even worth the weight of his flesh? They wouldn’t let a draft 
animal starve in the gray autumn fields. But a man in a big city? As far back as I search in my 
memory, I find not theories but images, not ideas but impressions, brutally imprinted in my 
nerves and soul, reminding me that we were nothing. Childhood moments in London. There 
are two of us kids: one will later more or less starve to death. We are playing in the lamplight 
at building an Angkor Temple. Strident whistle blasts explode in the street, like lightning 
flasbing in all directions in the darkness, crisscrossing through the sky. Because a dark shape, 



more furtive than a shadow, had spun past the window. The street is an abyss, the windows of 
the poor open onto infinity. Downstairs some bobbies, carefully avoiding getting bloodstains 
on their trouser cuffs, are bending over a pile of old rags and flesh. “It’s nothing, children. Be 
still now!” But we had overheard whispering, we discovered a dark infinity in the windows, 
we sensed the profundity of the silence. 
... And that hunted Jewish couple, in another city, with whom the child died on a happy June 
evening. There were no more candles, there was no more money, the room was bare. We had 
gone without eating in order to pay for the doctor’s useless final visit. Reflected light from a 
café across the street projected the backward silhouette of a sign on the ceiling. 
We don’t need gas explosions burying miners, communiqués from quiet sectors where thirty 
men spill out all the blood of their bodies (nothing worth reporting), memories of executions, 
the history of crushed insurrections, memoirs of deportees and prisoners, we need no 
naturalist novels to understand our nothingness. But b of us has all that behind him. 
The snow track faded on the river bordered by dark granite. The dark shape of the Winter 
Palace stood out vaguely among the shadows. In that corner – I knew without thinking – 
between two bay windows dominating a wide panorama of river and town, stood the 
Autocrat’s desk, on which his cigarette holder was lying. 
A buddy’s jibe: “Man. The thinking reed! They taught him to stop thinking years ago. Today 
they dry him out; soften him up~ and weave baskets out of him for every use, my friend, 
including the least appetizing. Pascal didn’t think of that?” 
Now things will change. Now we are all: dictatorship of the proletariat. Dictatorship of those 
who were nothing the day before. I break out laughing, alone in the dark, to think that my 
papers are in order, that I am using my name – that in my pocket I have an order in the name 
of the Federated Republic enjoining 
“all revolutionary authorities to lend aid and assistance to Comrade —— in the performance 
of his functions.” 
and that I am a member of the governing party which openly exercises a monopoly of power, 
unmasks every lie, holds the sword unsheathed, ideas out in the open. 
I laugh climbing the hard snowbank up to the embankment. I trip over black potholes which I 
know to be white – thus black and white can be one and the same. 
A harsh voice, piercing the night hails me: 
“Hey, there! Come out in the open!” 
Then, more slowly, as I approach the invisible shouter: 
“What do you think you’re doing here?” 
A ruddy glow spills out from behind the sharp corner of a woodpile. I perceive a heap of 
glowing coals and, near the coals, a soldier freezing in his long overcoat, which skirts the 
ground. The man is standing guard over this precious wood, which people come to steal, log 
by log, from the riverside. 
“You got a permit to go around at night?” 
I have one. He examines it. Either he doesn’t care or can’t read. It is a typewritten permit. 
The typist mistakenly put her carbon wrong side up, and the writing on the back is illegible. It 
suddenly reminds me of those advertising handbills which, folded, look like halves of bank 
notes. If I closed my eyes, I could see a piece of the sidewalk at the corner of the Place de la 
République and Boulevard du Temple again. The soldier hands me back my paper. We are 



cold. We are both dressed in the same rough gray cloth which looks so much like the Russian 
soil. We are the dictatorship of the proletariat. 
He says: 
“They steal the wood; it’s incredible how they steal. I’m sure that if I walked around the 
stock, I’d find somebody on the other side handing logs down to the Neva. There’s a hole on 
the ice out there. A while ago the man on guard finally fired a shot, to scare the thief. He was 
a twelve-year-old kid, whose mother sent him out every night She waited for him under one 
of the gates on the embankment, No. it The kid got scared. He fell right into the hole with a 
log on his head. He was never seen again. I pulled the log out when I got there. I found a 
wood-soled shoe at the edge of the hole. Look.” 
There, in the snow turned gold by the glow of the coals, was the dark print of a little 
schoolboy’s foot. 
“There’s always a strong current under the ice,” said the soldier. 
* 
He had taken me for another wood thief at first. I could have been one. People steal the wood 
that belongs to everyone, in order to live. Fire is life, like bread. But I belong to the governing 
party and I am “responsible,” to use the accepted term, that is to say, when all is said and 
done, in command. My ration of warmth and bread is a little more secure, a little larger. And 
it’s unjust I know It And I take it It is necessary to live in order to conquer; and not for me, 
for the Revolution. A child was drowned today for the equivalent of my ration of warmth and 
bread. I owe him its full measure in human weight: flesh and consciousness. All of us alike. 
And he who is dishonest with himself, who takes it easy, holds back, or takes advantage, is 
the lowest of swine. I know some. They an useful, nonetheless. They also serve. Perhaps they 
even serve better, with their oblivious way of profiting from the new inequality, than those 
who feel guilty. They pick out furniture for their offices; they demand automobiles, for their 
time is precious; they wear Rosa Luxembourg’s picture on medallions an their lapels. I 
console myself by thinking that history naturally turns these people, despite themselves, into 
martyrs quite as good as the others. When the Whites capture Reds, they hang the phonies 
from the same limbs as the genuine articles. 
I move on through the night: on the left I should soon see, through this crosshatching of 
spindly branches, the vast horseshoe of Uritski Square with its granite column and its four-
home chariot surging forward atop Headquarters Arch in a motionless gallop. I think about 
those bronzes in the same way as I would place my hand on them, to refresh my soul. I too 
need all my lucidity in order to find my own way through another darkness. On the right, pale 
lights flicker under a row of high windows, glimpsed slantwise between white columns. The 
Special Commission works day and night. That is us too. The implacable side of our face we 
turn to the world. We, the destroyers of prisons, the liberators, freedmen, yesterday’s 
convicts, often marked indelibly by our chains, we who investigate, search out, arrest we, 
judges, jailers, executioners, we! 
We have conquered everything and everything has slipped out of our grasp. We have 
conquered bread, and there is famine. We have declared peace to a war-weary world, and war 
has moved into every house. We have proclaimed the liberation of men, and we need prisons, 
an “iron” discipline – yes, to pour our human weakness into brazen molds in order to 
accomplish what is perhaps beyond our strength – and we are the bringers of dictatorship. We 
have proclaimed fraternity, but it is “fraternity and death” in reality. We have founded the 
Republic of Labor, and the factories are dying, grass is growing in their yards. We wanted 



each to give according to his strength and each to receive according to his needs; and here we 
are, privileged in the middle of generalized misery, since we are less hungry than others! 
Will we succeed in overthrowing the ancient law which bends us to its will at the very 
moment when we believe we are escaping it? 
The Gospel said “Love one another” and “I have not come to bring peace, but a sword.” 
Nothing but the sword is left under the crucifix. “Whoever would save his soul will lose it ...” 
Well, I’ll be glad to lose my soul. Who cares? It would be a strange luxury to worry about it 
today. Old texts, old, old inner captivity. What haven’t they built on the Gospel! Destroy! 
Destroy! The main thing is to destroy thoroughly. 
To be afraid of words, of old ideas, of old feelings, those feelings that are so firmly riveted 
into our beings, by which the old world still holds us. A poor fighter he who holds back 
thinking, when it is necessary to reload your rifle and shoot with the greatest concentration – 
like shooting at dummies on a rifle range – at the men climbing that hill over there. Simple 
truths, sure, hard as granite, formulated with algebraic clarity; that is what we need. We are 
millions: the masses. The class which, owning nothing, has nothing to lose but its chains. The 
world must be made over. For this: conquer, hold on, survive at any cost. The tougher and 
stronger we are, the less it will cost. Tough and strong toward aura selves first. Revolution is 
a job that must be done without weakness. We are but the instruments of a necessity which 
carries us along. drags us forward, lifts us up, and which will doubtless pass over our dead 
bodies. We are not chasing after some dream of justice – as the young idiots who write in 
little magazines say-we are doing what must be done, what cannot be left undone. The old 
world dug its own grave: it is now falling in. Let’s give it a little shove. Millions of men who 
were nothing are rising into life: they are unable not to rise. We are those millions. Our only 
choice is to understand this and to accomplish our task with our eyes open. Through this 
consent, through this clear-sightedness, we escape from blind fate. All that was lost will be 
found again. 
The square is lined with dark old palaces. At the bottom, the Maria Palace, that low edifice 
with an ill-defined shape. The Imperial Council used to meet there. There’s a big Repin 
painting showing that council: busts of bemedaled old men posing around a semicircular 
table. They appear through a yellow-green aquarium light which makes them all look dead. 
At the center, the Emperor, the portrait of an obliterated face. Those thick necks resting on 
embroidered collars have all been smashed by bullets. If any one of these great dignitaries 
still escapes us, it is probably that old man with the big bony nose drooping over flabby lips 
who sells his daughters’ old shawls in the mornings at the Oats Market ... Thick peasant 
fingers test and fondle the beautiful cashmeres. 
On the right in the indistinct light falling from the windows of the Astoria, the former 
German Embassy stands behind its massive columns which support no pediment. There used 
to be some bronze horses on top. During the first days of the war, furious crowds toppled 
these statues, threw them down to the pavement from their high granite perch, and dragged 
them to the neighboring canal where they are still under the ice. Behind the embassy’s barred 
windows there remains only the simple desolation of places long since plundered. Bandits get 
in through the courtyards and live there, careful that no light can be seen from outside to 
betray their presence. They play cards, drinking old cognac swiped from the cellars of great 
houses or fiery brandy fabricated in secret stills on the outskirts of town. Girls with lips 
painted fiery red, with names like Katka-Little-Apple, Dunya-the-Snake, Shura-Slant-Eyes 
(also known as The Killer), and Pug-Nose-Maria-Little-Cossack, who wear luxurious dirty 
underwear and dresses by the great couturiers, taken from empty apartments, sometimes peer 



out, invisible, from behind the dark windows of the great hail of the embassy, at our lighted 
windows across the way. 
“The commissars live good,” says Katka. 
“They sure live it up,” says Dunya, “with their short-haired whores, partying every night of 
the week.” 
“I know one of them,” says Shura, “what a pervert.” 
Her bitter laughter flashes through the darkened hail. A thin ray of light slides across the 
floor. A triumphantly masculine voice calls out: 
“Hey, girls, we’re waiting!” 
Another voice, a bass, is humming Stenka Razin’s Complaint. 
There is also the huge dark mass of St. Isaac’s with its massive columns, its enormous 
archangels spreading their wings at each corner to the four corners of the earth, its steeples, 
its gold-plated cupola visible from far out at sea ... 
The windows of the Astoria burn until dawn. They are the only lighted ones in town, along 
with those of the Special Commission and the Committees. Nocturnal labor, danger, 
privilege, power. The powerful façade repels the darkness like a shell of light. People 
crossing the square in the evening on the way back home to their airless hovels cast hate-
filled looks at the hotel of the commissars (“naturally most of them Jewish”) where it is warm 
and light and where there is food to eat, it’s certain, where no one fears house searches, where 
no one’s heart leaps into his mouth at the first sound of a doorbell ringing at night, where no 
one ever hears rifle butts falling on the doorsteps ... Passers-by murmur: “A fine trap. You 
could catch the whole lot of them at once!” 
First House of Soviets. I push through the revolving door. From the hotel desk the single eye 
of a machine gun fixes its infinite black gaze on me. The machine gunner dozes, his 
sheepskin hat pulled down to his eyes. 
This is the threshold of power. All who cross over this doorstep know what they want, what 
is necessary, and feel themselves under the great shadow of the Revolution; armed, carried 
forward, disciplined, by the structure of the Party. Droning voices trail out from the 
guardroom. A gilded plaque fastened to the open door reads (in French): Coiffeur à 
l’entresol. Another sign in black ink: Present your papers when requesting your pass. You 
need a pass, which you return on the way out, to get in to the people who live in this building; 
these little papers are then sent on to the Special Commission. Somebody collects them. 
Somebody has to know who comes to see me at what time. We must not be allowed to be 
killed with impunity; we must not be allowed to destroy, we must not be allowed to know 
strangers, for we have power, and the power belongs to the Revolution. 
“Evening, Ryjik.” 
He comes out to meet me, carefully carrying his tin teapot from which scalding steam is 
escaping. Ruddy stubble covers his face up to his eyes. He is in slippers: the broad folds of a 
magnificent pair of cavalry breeches (raspberry colored) float around his hips. Why do they 
call these breeches gallifets? Ryjik wears a satisfied smile. 
“You’re looking at my gallifets? What material! Take a look, feel it. A real find, eh? And a 
love letter in the pocket my friend ... Come up to my room, you’ll see Arkadi: I have your 
newspapers.” 

Red carpets muffle our steps. This is a huge stone ship, am pointed like a luxury liner 
anchored in the polar city. Wide corridors, oak doors marked with discreet gold numbers. The 



calm is profound, the warmth – after the nocturnal cold – like a hothouse. Isn’t one of these 
doors going to open on a haughty couple? She, shapely in furs crackling with electricity, her 
mouth a purple-blue line; he, slender, high cheekboned, a flash of light dancing off his 
monocle. 
... A champagne bucket behind then in the room leaves a silver glow. They pass like 
phantoms: I wouldn’t even turn around ... A door has opened quietly, the phantoms vanish. 
“Come on in,” says Ryjik, appearing in the doorway. 
I can already see Arkadi’s oriental profile in a mirror. Shapely in his close-fitting black 
uniform, his waist cinched by narrow Montagnard belt with sculptured silver pendants, a 
large metal insignia – silver and red – on his right breast, like a commander’s star; he is 
smoking, leaning back on the divan. Without smiling, he shows his handsome white teeth. 
Ryjik pours us tea. 
“Here are your newspapers,” Arkadi says to me. “From now on they’ll be a hundred and 
twenty rubles a copy.” 
(A hundred and twenty czarist rubles, out of circulation.) 
“Your smugglers are too much. It was eighty three weeks ago.” 
The package, tied with heavy twine, smells of printers’ ink. L’Intransigent, Le Matin, the 
Manchester Guardian, Corriere della Sera, bought in Vyborg ... Men, eyes peering out of 
white furs, ears straining to hear the slightest crackle of branches, cross the front lines bent 
under the weight of these bundles. Sometimes explosions shatter the absurd silence around 
them; running, they pull long-range Mausers out of their frozen wooden holsters and crouch 
even closer to the snow; inside their chests, startled-beast terror changes into the will to kill, 
and an extraordinary lucidity bursts inside their skulls. 
“They’re still expensive,” I say. 
“They say two of their men got killed during the past two weeks: that’s certainly worth two 
raises of twenty rubles a copy. And it’s true. Jurgensohn knows that two bodies were picked 
up in the zone. The place is getting hot.” 
Ryjik says: 
“They haven’t delivered any bread for the last three days in the Moscow-Narva district. 
Ataev claims that the trains take twenty days to reach us instead of eight Nothing to burn. 
There’s gonna be trouble in the factories.” 
“Rather!” snapped Arkadi between his white teeth. 
“I think we should put out emergency calls for special conferences of non-Party people, or 
the discontent will break out by itself. I suggested it at Smolny.” 
“... better lock up the Left Social Revolutionaries first ... According to our informers, they’re 
cooking up something. Goldin has arrived, it must be for a putsch.” 

“Indeed,” I say, “I’d like to see him.” 
“He’s staying here, Room 120.” 
The comrade who’s preparing a putsch against us is right downstairs. Handsome, daring, and 
sensual, he seems to have been playing with death – his own and other people’s – for years. 
“I suggested,” resumed Arkadi, “arresting him tonight if not sooner: better before than 
afterward. The Commission wouldn’t hear of it. Misplaced scruples.” 



The conversation breaks off. Three o’clock sounds. Ryjik wipes his lips with the back of his 
hand and asks: 
“Do you know how people in town spell out S.B.N.E. [Supreme Board for National 
Economy]?” 
A great guffaw is already stretching his jolly red cheeks. 
“No? Well, it seems it stands for ‘Slave But Never Eat.’ Not bad, eh?” 
We laugh. Arkadi yawns. He spends his days and part of his nights at the Special 
Commission. He does everything himself, with precise movements, a clipped voice designed 
for command, and shining teeth. Difficult raids, arrests of men who must be taken by surprise 
before they can fire their Browning; complicated investigations, and probably also 
automobile rides through the rising mist at dawn down lanes lined with dark pines and 
spindly bushes fleshed with white, toward that little wood located seven vents out on the 
Novgorod road where ... In the back seat of the Renault, opposite two silent Latvians, sit two 
pale handcuffed passengers chain-smoking – impatiently lighting a fresh cigarette with 
slightly trembling bands from the dying one as if it were essential that this infinite dying fire 
should be kept going ... An aura surrounds them. Their sprouting beards (depending on which 
way the shadows fall) give them faces like evil Christs or pure-browed criminals. They say 
that it’s cold; they converse about indifferent matters in hoarse cracking voices ... Back in his 
room – a room identical to this one, except for a portrait hanging above the couch: 
Liebknecht’s head [1], thrown back with a horrible red carnation blooming at the temple – 
Arkadi pours himself a big glass of confiscated samogon (Russian “moonshine”), a fiery 
brew that rasps the throat and numbs the brain. And so he will be able to sleep until it’s time 
for interrogations. He has the regular features, narrow, fleshy eagle nose, and green eyes 
flecked with yellow and white of a falconer of Adjaristan, his native land. Adjaristan wit its 
hot rains pelting the red earth with liquid hail. Adjaristan with its mimosas blooming in the 
damp shadows, its tea bushes on pyramidal hills, the palm-lined walks of Batum, its little 
Greek cafés, rows of scorched mountains, white minarets towering over flat roofs, brown 
tobacco leaves drying on racks; Adjaristan with its veiled women who are submissive, 
beautiful, and industrious. 
I open the newspapers: Le Journal, wire dispatch in Le Matin: Tragedy on Rue Mogodor: 
“She was cheating on him; he kills her and then commits suicide.” Do they think they’re 
alone in the world? Rue du Croissant at this hour: presses rolling breathlessly in the print 
shops; bicycle delivery men brush past night revelers as they slip away on their silent 
machines. Old Fernand, the good, melancholy hobo, wanders along the sidewalk headed God 
knows where ... Terror in Petrograd. “Bolshevism is at bay; only its Chinese praetorians still 
defend it ...” Arkadi! Ryjik! Listen to what they are saying about us! Apoplectic Socialists, 
seeing the inadequacy of the blockade, whose inhumanity they condemn, pronounce 
themselves, with words of triple meaning, in favor of military intervention, on the condition 
(for Woodrow Wilson is a prophet) that the sovereignty of the Russian people will not be 
impaired ... They dream of bayonets which respect the law. We sense fear, stupidity, hatred 
sweating through these printed lines. How they long for our death back there, for the death of 
the Republic whose insignia you wear on your chest, Arkadi, for which we do every sort of 
job, which we want to see survive because it is still the greatest hope, the birth of a new kind 
of justice, honesty in deeds and words – implacable deeds and truthful words! – the work of 
those who have always been vanquished, always duped first and then massacred, who were 
nothing yesterday, who are still nothing in the rest of the world! 
  



Footnote 
1. Karl Liebknecht (1871-1919), German revolutionary and martyr. He was the only member 
of the Reichstag to vote against the war in 1914 and was jailed for pacifism in 1916. Freed in 
1918, he founded the Spartacus League and was shot in the head during the workers’ uprising 
of 1919, along with his collaborator, Rosa Luxembourg. – Trans. 
  
 


